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MOBILE TRACKING EXPLAINED



Every device has several 
“persistent identifiers” that 
can be accessed by third-
party apps.

A “persistent identifier” is a 
globally unique number.

My serial number is 
4769375893

My WiFi MAC 
address is 

4f:55:aa:a8:c3:37

My IMEI is 
395827508873822



App developers get paid to share 
these identifiers with data brokers 
and advertising companies:

Serial number 4769375893 is 
playing Angry Birds

ACME 
Advertising We now know that user with 

device serial number 4769375893
plays Angry Birds.



Using data received over time, third 
parties can use this data to build 
user profiles.

Serial number 
4769375893 is playing 

Angry Birds

Serial number 
4769375893 is using 

Twitter

Serial number 
4769375893 is playing 

Speed Car Racing

ACME 
Advertising



Using data received over time, third 
parties can use this data to build 
user profiles.

I know that serial number 4769375893 
uses Twitter, and plays Angry Birds and  

Speed Car Racing
ACME 

Advertising



Using these persistent identifiers, 
companies can augment user 
profiles with data from other 
sources.

Does anyone know anything about 
either serial number 4769375893 

or IP address 192.168.1.121?

ACME 
Advertising

Data Broker 1

IP address 192.168.1.121 is located at 90 7th Street, 
San Francisco, CA, and has visited the following 

websites:
• www.mikesbikes.com

• www.lipitor.com

Data Broker 2

Serial number 
4769375893 

corresponds to IMEI 
395827508873822 



This allows them to build more 
detailed user profiles.

I now know that serial number 4769375893 
has IP address 192.168.1.121, IMEI

395827508873822, is located at 90 7th Street, 
San Francisco, CA, uses Twitter, plays Angry 
Birds and  Speed Car Racing, may be looking 

to purchase a bicycle, and has high 
cholesterol.ACME 

Advertising



Both major mobile platforms (iOS 
and Android) introduced a user-
resettable “ad ID” to prevent this 
sort of long-term tracking.



As of 2013, app developers on both 
iOS and Android are required to use 
this identifier in lieu of other 
persistent identifiers.

Android Ad ID 3efadc3c-48f8-
bfd7-9903f3f84cc2 is playing 

Angry Birds

ACME 
Advertising



This privacy-protective 
feature is undermined if 
additional persistent 
identifiers are transmitted.

Android Ad ID 48ae48bc-
09ff-83e3-37592feb4c8a 

with IMEI 395827508873822 
is playing Angry Birds

ACME 
Advertising

We have no profile for that AAID, but
we do have a profile for IMEI 

395827508873822



FINDING PRIVACY-PROTECTIVE APPS



privacy policies
often hard to read due to complex language

ambiguous by design:
• we “may”…
• data collected could include…
• we do not share data with anyone beyond our affiliates*

* “affiliates” is defined to mean anyone with whom we share data.



privacy policies
assume:
• an average reading rate of 250 words/minute
• the median policy has 2500 words
• an average of 100 unique websites visited/month
≈200 hours/year reading privacy policies

A. McDonald and L.F. Cranor. “The Cost of Reading Privacy Policies.” 
In I/S: A Journal of Law and Policy for the Information Society, 2008.





tools for observing data flows

Instrumented Android: Access 
to sensitive resources (e.g., 
location, call logs, network state, 
various identifiers, etc.)

Haystack: Network traffic, remote 
servers, HTTP/HTTPS payloads



Android
.apk

Repository

Instrumented 
Smartphones

Simulated 
User 

Interactions

Results 
Database

Website





automatic behavior detection

what data goes to which parties?

is location data collected?

what persistent identifiers are collected?
• are they shared across apps?



PERSONAL INFORMATION PERSISTENT IDENTIFIERS

Owner Email Address Hardware Serial Number

Phone Number IMEI

GPS Latitude/Longitude Wi-Fi MAC

Wi-Fi Router BSSID (MAC) Android ID

Wi-Fi Router SSID (Name) SIM Card ID

Google Services Framework (GSF) ID

Android Advertising ID (AAID)



US Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act
COPPA

behavioral advertising X

personal information X

verifiable parental consent ✔

reasonable security measures ✔





https://play.google.com/about/families/designed-for-families/program-requirements/



5,855 free “Designed for Families” apps





57% of “Designed for Families” apps
are in potential violation

POTENTIAL VIOLATION RATE (n=5,855)

Personal information 4.8%

Non-resettable identifiers 39%

Potentially non-compliant services 19%

Failure to take security measures 40%



potential violations often arise
from third-party services included with apps



potential violations persist
due to platform providers not 

enforcing their own terms





75% of apps transmitting the ad ID do so 
alongside other persistent identifiers.

this negates the privacy-preserving behaviors 
of the ad ID (and violates Google’s terms).



AD PLATFORM VIOLATION OF IDENTIFIER POLICY

> 99%

> 99%

98%

… …

3%

2%

1%



19% share identifiers or personal information
with services not allowed in children’s apps



not for children’s apps







Developer further agrees it will not integrate
the Software into any Application or Beta
Application (i) with end users who Developer
has actual knowledge are under the age of 13,
or (ii) that may be deemed to be a “Web site or
online service directed to children” as defined
under the Children’s Online Privacy Protection
Act of 1998 (“COPPA”) and the regulations
promulgated thereunder.





INDUSTRY SELF-REGULATION





industry self-regulation via safe harbors
has had no measurable positive effect



POTENTIAL VIOLATION DFF (n=5,855) SAFE HARBOR (n=237)

PERSONAL INFO 4.8% 10%

NON-RESETTABLE IDENTIFIERS 39% 39%

PROHIBITED SERVICES 19% 33%

NO BASIC SECURITY MEASURES 40% 49%



industry and regulators react



response from safe harbors

“One of the most troubling issues about the study, as it specifically relates to 
CARU, is the false statement that the mobile app Rail Rush (by MiniClip) is 
violating COPPA. The mobile app is not and has never been certified by 
CARU, and thus I cannot – and will not – speak to whether the app is COPPA 
compliant. Our seal/logo does not appear anywhere in the app nor is there 
any statement in the app’s privacy policy that they are members of CARU’s 
COPPA Safe Harbor (or any Safe Harbor for that matter).”
-Dona Fraser, Director of CARU







The app's developers, Tiny Lab
Productions, said in an email that its
apps are “directed for families,” and not
children, because “we see that
grownups and teens plays our games.”
- CNET









https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2018/09/12/technology/kids-apps-data-privacy-google-twitter.html



https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2018/09/12/technology/kids-apps-data-privacy-google-twitter.html



closing recommendations

regulators: examine the gatekeepers

platform providers: proactively enforce policies

app developers: use compliant services

parents:



closing recommendations

parents:
1. instrument the operating system to monitor all API 

calls that result in access to personal data.
2. write custom network monitoring tools to perform 

deep packet inspection to observe data flows.



closing recommendations

regulators: examine the gatekeepers

https://appcensus.mobi

platform providers: proactively enforce policies

app developers: use compliant services

parents: \̄_(ツ)_/¯



questions?

Serge Egelman
egelman@cs.berkeley.edu
@v0max
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